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Noise Public Involvement Summary (NPIS) Document Checklist

1. Introduction

2. Noise barrier location descriptions

3. Noise PI methodology (field verifying benefited receptors from the analysis, mail survey, resurvey, canvassing, recanvassing, and/or open house meeting, follow-up summary letters to the benefited receptors, etc)

4. Total number of possible votes

5. Voting results

6. Conclusions/recommendations

7. Project location mapping

8. Project aerial mapping and graphics showing the preferred alternative, proposed noise walls, benefited receptors, and addresses or reference to addresses, voting results (in favor of wall, not in favor, no opinion, no response), total takes, distinction between owner occupied units and rentals.

9. Benefited receptor addresses in excel spreadsheet format

10. Noise PI letter and comment/survey form

11. Voting results in spreadsheet format (desire, color, texture)

12. Copies of returned comment/survey forms, emails, etc.